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What is it?
    Ubiquitous service for synchronizing time for many machines

    There are strata 
       - stratum 1 are atomic clocks  > 200: 
            clock.xmission.com (Salt Lake City)
            time-c.nist.gov
       - stratum 2 has > 100,000 servers and clients
       - stratum 3 has low life
            gauss.ececs.uc.edu tied to clock.xmission.com

    Redundant servers, diverse network paths, crafted algorithms 
    So, incorrect servers are blacklisted, errors due to network
    delay jitter and local clock instability are minimized

    peer-peer, client-server, and multicast/anycast modes

    Identity of the servers can be cryptographically authenticated
    Approx 20 msec accuracy



  

NTP
What is it?
  Stratum 1

Stratum 2

Stratum 3

Synchronization  network                      sync path

Authentication  network (uses DNS calls for certs)



  

NTP
MD5 hash of entire message
up to last 128 bits – uses short
lived (1-day) private key plus
session key

Session key created using public
key cryptography

Public key values changed weekly
since re-authentication expensive

A secure DNS server must be
available to obtain certificates
and public keys 

RSA is used to encrypt/decrypt
some messages – happens using
secure RPCs

If key identifier is 0, the server is
not authenticated 



  

NTP
Client cryptographically authenticates current session key:

    This takes time but is done infrequently (when server makes  
    a new list or when client has lost connectivity for long time)

    server responds to RPC request by encrypting a key
    generating key with its private key, sending to client as 
    RPC response 

    client can decrypt because it can get server's public key via   
    RPC – client can also use certificates

    Information in the key identifier field is compared with 
    response from server and a match indicates authenticity

    Client can now generate the session key 
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Protocol features
    clients can determine that received messages are authentic

    clients can verify the authenticity of any server using only 
    public information

    multicast: server broadcasts a message periodically,
    expects no reply from clients, clients can authenticate server

    client-server: client sends request to server gets time, 
    roundtrip delay, local clock skew, client authenticates server

    peer-peer: like client-server but authentication is two way 

    No provision for distributing cryptographic keys 
    No provision for verifying digital signatures
    No provision for retrieval of cryptographic certificates that 
       reliably bind the intended server identification data, such 
       as the DNS name, with the associated cryptographic keys 
       and related public values, such as the IP address
    No access controls



  

NTP
Design Considerations
    authentication service may not be continuously available

    Individual peers can fail or operate incorrectly or even 
    attempt to modify messages or jam the subnet in one
    form or another

    transmission lines can fail, routes can change/be congested

    cryptographic keys and security policies can change while 
    the subnet is in regular, continuous operation

    the NTP synchronization subnet always exists as a set of 
    spanning trees which establishes the flow of synchronization
    from stratum 1 servers to all dependent servers and clients

    the certificate chain for each server can span several 
    servers of one kind or another 

    crypto keys used to check certificates must not be expired
    or revoked  



  

NTP
Design Considerations
    unauthenticated servers are OK but do not make decisions
    regarding which servers discipline the local system clock

    allowing the mix of authenticated and unauthenticated 
    servers is considered necessary

    this means a secure client operates in a multi-level secure 
    environment

    there must be an unbroken authentication chain from
    client to stratum 1. 

    both the synchronization subnet topology and authentication 
    hierarchy evolves as changes continually happen 

    What happens when a server's sources all become
    unauthenticated?

    provide for discovery of servers whose identity (IP address) 
    is not known beforehand



  

NTP
What would an attacker want to accomplish?
    Interrupt the normal, acceptable sequence of events in
    a typical parallel process such as reserving a seat on a
    plane or updating a shared file – recall 2 phase locking

      timestamp-based concurrency control (roughly)
        All transactions T

i
 get timestamp ts(T

i 
) before its 1st action

        rts(X): max of ts(T
i
 ) of all uncommitted T

i
 that read X

        wts(X): max of ts(T
i
 ) of all uncommitted T

i
 that wrote to X

        Read
 Ti 

(X): if ts(T
i
 ) < wts(X) then abort T

i
 ;

        otherwise, read(X); rts(X) = max(rts(X), ts(T
i
 ));

        Write
 T

i

 (X): if ts(T
i
 ) < wts(X) or ts(T

i
 ) < rts(X) then abort T

i
 ;

        otherwise, write(X); wts(X) = ts(T
i
 );

    Attacker will try to set back/forward the time of net members



  

NTP
What would an attacker want to accomplish?
    Distributed Denial of Service

    Target a victim system, direct heavy traffic generated by NTP
    to victim system    



  

NTP
How is the attacker going to do this?
    NTP service uses algorithms to discard bad timekeeping data

    Intersection algorithm: ensure a clock holds at least one
      data point that closely agrees with a majority of other clocks

    Authentication scheme: clock is authenticated

    Clustering algorithm: is the clock a member of the 'best'
      set of clocks determined from statistics

    Sanity check: on various message fields 

    An attacker succeeds if it can fool all these algorithms into 
    accepting a falseticker as a truechimer or rejecting a 
    truechimer as a falseticker

    Then it can send command messages to the server – the
    server will obey



  

NTP
How is the attacker going to do this?
    An attacker can intercept, delay and replay messages 
    from the client to the server or from the server to the client
    An MD5 checksum on many fields of the message protects
    those fields – but does not protect IP or UDP headers
    Servers do not authenticate clients (since they would not
    update time from a client)
    Clients authenticate servers
    Authentication is not mandatory
    Server messages to clients may be longer than from clients

    Hence:
       Attacker can replay earlier messages from server to client
         however, all messages sent include transit timestamps
         server sends its own plus that which client had sent 
         Client saves its timestamp & compares with what server
         sent 
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How is the attacker going to do this?
   DoS/DDoS attacks
       Attacker can spoof a client address in a message to a 
         server causing DDoS: monlist message – try it
         ntpdc n c monlist localhost

       Configuration mistakes can lead to too many client 
       messages – resulting in DoS
       Example: administrators clone copy of configuration
       file to hundreds of clients

       Due to lack of access control, attacker can send billions 
       of messages generating lots of traffic

       Any barrage of messages that require expensive public 
       key crypto to be used may cause overload and DoS

       If authentication is not used or compromised, attacker can 
       intercept messages to client and change leap-second bits
       the packet is likely rejected – enough of this causes DoS 



  

NTP
How is the attacker going to do this?
   Jamming attack
       Client keeps on hand some received messages to 
       maintain clock accuracy in the face of network delay jitter

       Attacker can send an unauthenticated message to a client

       Client will remove all received packets it has and do 
       nothing until it receives four authenticated messages 
       to be sure to have enough data to establish time

       Attacker repeats this to disable the client-server association

       An attacker trying to send an authenticated message
       needs to generate the correct message digest which is
       obtained from the session key
       



  

NTP
How is the attacker going to do this?
   MIM attack
       Server messages are not signed with public keys

       Attacker can intercept a multicast message from a server
       compute a session key, make a packet acceptable to
       clients and broadcast that packet

       The result may cause a clock skew



  

NTP
How is the attacker going to do this?
   Attacker compromises server
       A client operates at stratum level one greater than its server

       Attacker could claim to operate at a lower level
       Then it might be selected for synchronization

       Client synchronizes to attacker's clock

       the only known defense is reliance on the NTP algorithms 
       to detect and suppress falsetickers. 



  

NTP
Deadlock potential
     Synchronization and certification networks are independent 
     Suppose server A gets synchronized from server B which 
     has a certification trail ending in server C
     Suppose also that server C get synchronized from server A 
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NTP
Deadlock potential
     Synchronization and certification networks are independent 
     Suppose server A gets synchronized from server B which 
     has a certification trail ending in server C
     Suppose also that server C get synchronized from server A 
     Suppose A and C have just rebooted and have not yet
     synchronized their clocks nor authenticated
     A needs to sync with B but that requires authenticating B     
    To authenticate B, A must get certificates, etc. from C
     but keys needed to validate a certificate returned from C
     cannot be considered valid until C syncs through A
     and it can't do that because A is considered unauthenticated
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